Trampoline & Tumbling Scholarship Committee Meeting

Acting Chair / PC Representative  Patti Conner
Community Representative  Hans Nielsen
Athlete Representative  Chauncy Haydon
Program Director  Michael Devine

Meeting called to order by Patti Conner at 12:30pm, Wednesday May 6, 2020.

Scholarship Committee Meeting Agenda

1. **Funds available**
   With COVID-19 causing widespread event cancellations for the remainder of 2020 and possibly beyond, the committee discussed the issue of few additional head taxes likely to be collected between now and the assignment of 2021 scholarships. It was agreed to award approximately half of the available funds in 2020, with the remaining funds in addition to any additional head taxes to be awarded in 2021.

2. **2020-2021 scholarships**
The committee had a general discussion regarding the applications received and where they fit within the points rubric. The committee then discussed the intent of each scholarship outlined in the Named Scholarships document and potential athletes for each scholarship, making reference to rubric points, individual situations, and covering all T&T disciplines.

Motion to award the following scholarships:
- George Nissen Memorial Scholarship ($2,500) – Cody Gesuelli
- Jeff T. Hennessy Scholarship ($2,500) – Kaden Brown
- Tyson Smith Scholarship ($2,500) – Brandon Krzynefski
- Jordan Bonne Memorial Scholarship ($2,500) – Patrick Lyell
- Unnamed scholarship ($1,500) – Haydn Fitzgerald
- Unnamed scholarship ($1,000) – Nicole Ahsinger
- Unnamed scholarship ($1,000) – Jeffrey Gluckstein

- Motion: Chauncy
- Second: Michael
- Vote: unanimous

3. **2021-2022 rubric**
The committee discussed possible modifications that could be made to the rubric for 2021-2022. It was agreed to meet again soon to discuss and implement these changes.

Meeting adjourned at 1:30pm.